All That Jazz: COVID Impacts CCS Music
By Mekayla Beckwith and Sydney Labayewski
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COVID-19 has remarkably changed lives, for
students especially. Has anyone taken a moment to
think about what the music department is doing? For
students, the class setting has changed drastically, and
many events have been eliminated. This school year,
there will not be a middle school musical, no area
all-state, no conference all-state, Jr. High All-County, or
Elementary All-County, no teacher's recital, and lastly
no concerts. Mrs. Wratten is still unsure if a high school
musical can be produced. With school being remote
until February 22nd this takes a toll on the music
department as a whole.
Chorus classes and band classes are still in
session during this school year. In the choir classroom,
seats were separated by six feet. However, in order to
sing without a mask, students must be twelve feet apart.
According to studies, this is the safest way to sing
during this global pandemic. Many students find this
difficult. Students feel weary singing that far from one
another and sometimes struggle to find the right notes.
Some say it's hard to hear what others are singing due
to the masks
To combat this, Mrs.Wratten says, “So if you
are in chorus and reading this, SING OUT LOUISE!!”
Virtual students find their materials in Google
Classroom, and keep the microphone on mute while
singing along with the choir.
Band rehearsals have also undergone challenges
in order to practice. When asked what the hardest thing
about practicing was, Mr. Lavender replied “the
distance between students limits our rehearsal space to
the stageand house portion of the theater.” He explains

while class should be spent focusing on balance, blend,
intonation, and phrasing, instead it is spent on trying to
stay together and making sure everyone is playing the
right notes.
With school being remote, Mr. Lavender finds it
very difficult to host online lessons. “Online lessons are
extremely tough. Because of the lag between each
computer, students must play along on mute unless
they're playing by themselves. This makes it nearly
impossible to give feedback to students because I'm not
able to hear them play most of the time. And when
students do have the opportunity to play alone, it's both
intimidating for some and time-consuming.” However,
Mr. Lavender is still happy to be sharing his passion for
music to his students any way he can.
Orchestra rehearsals have also undergone the
same challenges. However, out of the 3 sections of the
music department, the orchestra is the only one that
doesn't need to be twelve feet apart in order to play their
instruments. Orchestra lessons are very similar to band
lessons. However unlike a normal year, in order to fit
everyone's schedules, lesson groups are mixed. Not all
similar instruments are in the same lesson or group.
Sophomore bass player, James Klein, finds that keeping
track of the lesson schedule is the hardest thing about
playing during the pandemic. Organization is a very
important trait to have for students during these
challenging times.
Students are still able to play their instruments
and sing. That is a very important aspect of being a
young musician. Throughout all of these changes,
teachers and students are still trying to show their
passion for music.

Clinton Alumni
Spotlight:
Mrs. Smiegal
By Boone Schaffer
Bet you didn’t know some of the staff members
you interact with everyday were once students at CCS.
Clinton alumni are all around us in school, at sporting
events, extracurriculars, and theater performances. Our
strong school spirit is spread across all members of the
community.
Mrs. Cynthia Smiegal was a member of the
class of 1980 at CCS and is now our high school nurse.
She was willing to share many of her experiences, and
perspectives she gained, as a student and staff member
at CCS.
Going to homecoming and helping design the
floats, that would go along with the dance’s theme, was
always a highlight for Mrs. Smiegal. She also enjoyed
the parade and bonfire that took place after
homecoming. “I was also the first female statistician for
the varsity football and basketball team. Also, one of
my biggest accomplishments as a student, was scoring
the winning goal during the girls’ powder puff hockey
game, which took place during the winter carnival
weekend. It is an accomplishment I am still proud of
today,” she says.
Mrs. Smiegal was always a great student
academically and thanks many of her teachers for
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challenging her and believing in her. Ms. Kinnel,
Mr. Heverly, Mr. Conley, and Mr. Hunt were some
of her favorite teachers. “My teachers at CCS
pushed me in new ways, which always inspired me
to try new things and do my best.
“Outside of school, I enjoyed hanging out
with my friends and going to popular spots around
the community that still exist today,” she says. “I
always loved going to Alteri’s in town. I always
thought the pizza was amazing.” Since there was
not as much modern technology as we have today,
teenagers during the 1980’s had much more free
time and had to come up with creative things to do
for fun.
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Vaccine Races to the Finish Line
By Landon Stilz

The COVID-19 pandemic has been tormenting
our lives for almost a year. But in the past few months,
the coveted vaccine has begun its distribution
throughout our country. Multiple US-based and
foreign companies have been working on creating a
vaccine since the onset of the disease. Many
companies are still in the process of getting their
vaccines approved by the FDA, but some companies,
such as, Moderna and Pfizer, already have their
vaccine approved and distributed around the country
and the world. Around 41.4 million doses have been
distributed in the United States at the time of this
writing.
So far in the US, the COVID-19 vaccine has
been produced by two companies, Moderna and Pfizer.
The Moderna vaccine is easier to distribute due to the
fact that it does not have to be stored and transported
at -80 to -60 degrees Celsius, like the Pfizer vaccine.
Both of the two vaccines have above 90%
effectiveness and each requires two doses, with the
Pfizer vaccine needing three weeks between each dose,
and Moderna needing four weeks between each dose.
The two vaccines do have side-effects: those most
common being injection site pain, fatigue, headache,
muscle and joint pain, and in some cases a slight fever.
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In the state of New York, people are broken up
into different categories regarding when they are
eligible to receive the COVID-19 vaccine. The names
of those groups so far are group 1a and group 1b. Group
1a consists of healthcare workers, while group 1b
consists of people over the age of 65, teachers, first
responders, public transit workers, court workers, child
care workers, homeless shelter workers, and grocery
store workers
I was lucky enough to speak with a practicing
dermatologist and emergency department physician, Dr.
Paul Palumbo, about receiving the vaccine and what
that will do for his office. He told me that he was the
only one in his office to actually receive the vaccine
and he was super excited when he actually got the shot
because he is always at a high risk of contracting the
virus. He was also very excited when he heard that the
vaccine was ready to be handed out because of the
record death and infection rates in the past few months
and hopefully the vaccine will allow those numbers to
decrease.
The Coronavirus vaccine is a huge step in the
right direction on slowing down and hopefully getting
rid of COVID, allowing for life to be as “normal” as
one could possibly make it after a global pandemic,
although that normal will still be quiet different from
what it used to be.

COVID Strikes Senior Class...Again!
By Mekayla Beckwith
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2020 was a hard year for everyone. During the end
of the year, most of us felt sympathy towards the seniors,
for being unable to have their final sport’s seasons, senior
ball, and ‘normal’ graduation. Yet this year's seniors, will
have an even more limited experience. The class of
2020-2021 has only been able attend school half the time
with half their class, not been able to participate in all of
their sports and activities, and been fully virtual for some
of the year.
Another important part to their unique senior year
is visiting colleges. Several seniors had their visits during
sophomore and junior year. Elizabeth Wratten had to view
the college from a car. She was only able to see colleges
from the outside. She never got to see the environment
within the buildings. Elizabeth says, it “didn’t give me the
same experience that it would have if I was walking
around the college.” This isn't the case for everyone,
however, it truly is hard to solely make your decision by
seeing the outside of the campus buildings.
Many seniors have also experienced hardships by
not being able to play their sports or had limits on their
seasons. Gianna Trunfio was able to participate in field
hockey in the fall. She states, “A lot of memories were
made this year from that short season and I don’t take it
for granted.” She feels fortunate that she was able to play
her main sport during her senior year. Not just playing, but
supporting their classmates in sports is another major
school activity that is missed this year due to limits on
spectators. Mia Lopata said, “For me, sports are a big part
of my life so being able to go watch my friends play, and
cheer and scream at the top of my lungs was something I
really missed this fall and winter.”

Adjusting to learning at home is very difficult, as
we have experienced this past school year. It can be hard
to retain information given to us because some students
are taking advanced classes. Not only this, there are
many distractions while being at home. It tends to disrupt
learning and causes students to have to look over their
notes and or instructions multiple times; which can be
very time-consuming.
At the same time other students say it's nice to
form their own schedule. They also do little things that
help when feeling overwhelmed. Some are trying to
focus on mental health and just to breathe. Others, just
need to stay busy to deal with the added stress. Nothing
about this year has been easy for anyone, but having a
good support system, staying in touch with your friends,
and staying on top of things has helped.
One definite factor about this year is, it has made
students a little bit wiser. Most people have said that they
appreciate things more and take things for granted less.
Plus, we are history in the making. Mia Lopata
mentioned that, “I truly think it will be funny to look
back on, in like 20 years. We have done so many things
in our senior year that no other class can ever say they
did.” She's not wrong either. The class of 2020-2021 will
forever go down in history for graduating during the
pandemic.
Overall, adjusting to the new way of life,
including school, isn’t easy, but the class of 2020-2021
has done an amazing job coping through it all. Be sure to
support each other and our seniors. Now is when we
need it most. They have shown that they can make it
through anything with a smile on their faces. They will
proudly carry this trait into adult life and it’s something
we should all learn how to do.

